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Cheaper diagnostic tests nature's way
BY mimicking nature's
own sensing mechanisms,
bioengineers at 'UC Santa
Barbara and University of
Rome Tor Vergata have
designed inexpensive med
ical diagnostic tests that
take only a few minutes to
perform. Their findings may
aid efforts to build pointof
care devices for quick med
ical diagnosis of sexually
transmitted diseases (STDs),
allergies, autoimmune dis

nology came from observ
ing nature. "All creatures,
from bacteria to humans,
monitor their environments

using amazing 'molecular
nanoswitches' that signal
the presence of a specific
target by changing their
structure," said. Alexis

ing endoscopes and other surgical tools
packed with the Japanese electronic
maker's threedimensional imaging and
superclear "4I<" display technologies.
Sony Corp President Kazuo Hirai said it's
not clear when the alliance's first products
will become available. He acknowledged
that medical equipment requires special reg

ValleeBelisle, a postdoc

ulatory approval that will take longer and be
a learning curve for Sony whose expertise is

toral scholar and cofirst

in gadgets and movies.

author of the study.. "For
example, on the surface of

Hirai told reporters at the Tokyo Chamber of

our cells, there are millions
eases, and a number of other of receptor proteins that

Commerce in' a joint press conference with
Olympus Corp President Hiroyuki Sasa.

diseases. The new technolo detect various molecules by
gy could dramatically switching from an 'off
impact world health, state' to an 'on state.' The
according to the research beauty of these switches is
team.
that they are able to work
The rapid and easytouse directly in very complex
diagnostic test consists of a environments such as whole
nanometerscale DNA blood."

"switch" that can quickly
Plaxco's research group
detect antibodies specific to teamed with Francesco
a wide range of diseases. The Ricci, professor at University
research is described in an of Rome Tor Vergata and co
article published this month first author of the paper, to
in the. Journal of the build synthetic molecular
'American Chemical Society. switches that signal their
The design was created
by the research group of
Kevin W Plaxco, a professor
in UCSB's Department of
Chemistry and
Biochemistry. He noted that,
despite the power of current
diagnostic tests, a signifi
cant limitation is that they
still require complex labora
tory procedures. "Patients
typically must wait for days
or even weeks to receive the

state via a change in electric
current. This change in cur
rent can be measured using
inexpensive electronics sim
ilar to those in the home

glucose test meter used by
diabetics to check their

blood sugar. Using these

"natureins^ired"
nanoswitches, • the
researchers were able to

detect antiHIV antibodies

directly in whole blood in

results of most STD tests," less than five minutes.
said Plaxco. "The blood

"A great advantage of

sample has to be transport

these electrochemical

ed to the lab, its content nanoswitches is that their

analysed by trained person sensing principle can bp

"This is a challenge in a new sector,"

"There was a lot of talk on whether we could

go at it alone."
But Sony decided it couldn't and felt that

"risks could be lowered if the two Japanese
companies joined forces in the effort to turn
medical equipment into one of the pillars of
Sony's sprawling business, Hirai said.
Sony's empire includes consumer electron
ics, movies, music, games and banking. The
company's sheer size and its apparent inability
to produce long promised "synergies" among
its divisions have often been criticised.

Technology such as 3D and the futuristic

displays known as 4I< have not yet produced
big results in consumer electronics products
such as TVs. TV sets with 3D images require
viewers to wear special glasses and haven't
caught on. Sony has shown a 4K TV image,
which is more fine and dazzling than high
definition TV, but it is unclear whether such

an expensive product will catch on.
The alliance, announced recently, calls for
Sony to invest 50 billion yen (USD640 mil
lion) to become the top shareholder in
Olympus, with an 11 per cent stake.
Olympus needs to shore up its finances
after covering up massive losses dating back
to the 1990s. The scandal surfaced only after
its British chief executive Michael Woodford

turned whistleblower and raised questions
about dubious investments. Woodford was
later fired. AP

nel, and the results sent generalised to many differ
back to the doctor's office.

ent targets, allowing us to
If we can move testing to the build inexpensive ;:^vices
point of care, it eliminates that could .detect dozens of
the lag between testing and disease markers iiLiess than
treatment, which would five minutes in the doctor's
enhance the effectiveness of office or even at home,"
medical interventions, and, said Ricci.
for infectious diseases like

The authors noted that it

STDs, reduce transmission." may take several years to

The key breakthrough bring the devices to the mar
underlying this new tech

ket.

TOKYO: Sony's (pic) new alliance with scan
daltarnished Olympus will focus on produc

Surgical tools focus

